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Energy dependence of commensurate neutron scattering peak in the doped two-leg ladder
antiferromagnet Sr14ÀxCaxCu24O41
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The dynamical spin response of doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnets is investigated based on the fermion-
spin approach. Our calculations clearly demonstrate a crossover from incommensurate antiferromagnetism in
the weak-interchain-coupling regime to commensurate spin fluctuation in the strong-interchain-coupling re-
gime. In particular, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate extracted from the commensurate spin fluctuation
decreases exponentially with decreasing temperatures. The behaviors of the spin dynamics in the strong-
coupling regime are quantitatively close to the experimental results of Sr142xCaxCu24O41.
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In recent years the novel two-leg ladder antiferromag
Sr14Cu24O41, being situated between doped one- and tw
dimensional antiferromagnets, has been experimentally
vestigated as well as theoretically.1 This followed from the
fact that this material has a spin-liquid ground state,2 which
may play a crucial role in the superconductivity of dop
cuprates as emphasized by Anderson.3 Once carriers are
added to the material Sr14Cu24O41, such as the isovalent sub
stitution of Ca for Sr, a metal-insulator transition has be
observed,1,4,5 and further, this doped two-leg ladder mater
Sr142xCaxCu24O41 is a superconductor under pressure in lo
temperatures.4,5 All cuprate superconductors found up no
contain square CuO2 planes, whereas Sr142xCaxCu24O41 con-
sists of two-leg ladders of other Cu ions and edge-sha
CuO2 chains1,4,5and is the only known superconducting co
per oxide without a square lattice. Experimentally, it h
been shown by virtue of transport measurements that t
are the regions of parameter space where the resistivit
linear with temperatures,5 one of the hallmarks of the exoti
normal-state properties found in the two-dimensio
cuprates.6 However, NMR and nuclear quadrupole resonan
~NQR!, particularly inelastic neutron scattering measu
ments, in the same regions of parameter space indicate
Sr142xCaxCu24O41 in the normal state is an antiferromagn
with commensurate short-range order.1,7,8 This commensu-
rate spin correlation is energy dependent and persists
wide range of doping.1,7,8 Moreover, the NMR and NQR
spin-lattice relaxation rate extracted from this commensu
spin fluctuation decreases exponentially with decreas
temperatures.7,8 These magnetic behaviors are different fro
these of the doped two-dimensional high-Tc cuprates,9,10

where the incommensurate spin fluctuation for the sing
layer lanthanum cuprate9 and both low-energy incommensu
rate spin fluctuation and high-energy commensurate@p,p#
resonance for the bilayer yttrium cuprate10 in the normal
state are observed.

Theoretically there is a general consensus that the unu
physical properties of the two-leg ladder materials are du
0163-1829/2003/67~9!/094402~6!/$20.00 67 0944
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the quantum interference between the chains in the ladd1

Applying the bosonization procedure to the two-legt2J and
Hubbard ladders, it is shown11 that all spin excitations are
gapful and a singlet pairing becomes the dominant insta
ity. These results are confirmed by some research gro
within different theoretical frameworks.12 Furthermore,
based on the antiferromagnetic Heisenberg model, the
ceptibility and spin-lattice relaxation rate have be
discussed,13 and the results show that the large contributi
to the spin-lattice relaxation rate comes from processes w
wave vectors around the antiferromagnetic zone cen
Within the one-dimensional gapped quantum nonlinears
model, an effective classical model has been develope
study the spin transport of two-leg ladder antiferromagnet14

and the result obtained for the spin-lattice relaxation rate
close to what is experimentally measured. However, to
best of our knowledge, no systematic calculations have b
performed to show why the commensurate neutron scatte
peak can be observed in the doped two-leg ladder antife
magnet Sr142xCaxCu24O41. This is a challenge issue since
is closely related to the doped Mott insulating state t
forms the basis for superconductivity.4 In this paper, using
the fermion-spin theory15 which implements properly the lo
cal single-occupancy constraint, we calculate explicitly t
dynamical spin structure factor within at2J ladder and
show that in the regions of parameter space given by
experiments, one can reproduce all main magnetic feat
observed experimentally on Sr142xCaxCu24O41 in the normal
state, including the energy dependence of the neutron s
tering peak position and exponential decrease of the nuc
spin-lattice relaxation rate.

The two-leg ladder is defined as two parallel chains
ions, with bonds among them such that the interchain c
pling is comparable in strength to the couplings along
chains, while the coupling between the two chains that p
ticipates in this structure is through rungs.1,4 The essential
properties of the doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnet
be described by thet2J ladder as16
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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H52t i (
i ĥas

Cias
† Ci 1ĥas2t'(

is
~Ci1s

† Ci2s1H.c.!

2m(
ias

Cias
† Cias1Ji(

i ĥa

Sia•Si 1ĥa1J'(
i

Si1•Si2 ,

~1!

with the local constraint(sCias
† Cias<1 to remove double

occupancy of any site, whereĥ56c0x̂, c0 is the lattice
constant of the two-leg ladder lattice, which is set as the u
hereafter,i runs over all rungs,s (5↑,↓) anda(51,2) are
spin and leg indices, respectively,Cias

† (Cias) are the elec-

tron creation~annihilation! operators,Sia5Cia
† sW Cia/2 are the

spin operators withsW 5(sx ,sy ,sz) as the Pauli matrices
andm is the chemical potential. For the two-leg ladder m
terials, it has been shown from experiments1,7,8 that the ex-
change couplingJi along the legs is greater than the e
change couplingJ' across a rung, i.e.,Ji.J' , and similarly
the hoppingt i along the legs is greater than the rung hopp
strengtht' , i.e., t i.t' . On the other hand, the strong ele
tron correlation in thet2J model is reflected by the loca
constraint,3 which can be treated properly within th
fermion-spin theory,15 where electron operatorsCia↑
5hia

† Sia
2 and Cia↓5hia

† Sia
1 are represented by the spinle

fermion operatorhia carrying the charge~holon! and the
pseudospin operatorSia representing the spin~spinon!; then
it naturally incorporates the physics of charge-spin sep
tion. In this case, the low-energy behavior of thet2J ladder
~1! can be rewritten in the fermion-spin representation as

H5t i(
i ĥa

hi 1ĥa
†

hia~Sia
1Si 1ĥa

2
1Sia

2Si 1ĥa
1

!

1t'(
i

~hi1
† hi21hi2

† hi1!~Si1
1Si2

21Si1
2Si2

1!

1m(
ia

hia
† hia1Jieff(

i ĥa

Sia•Si 1ĥa1J'eff(
i

Si1•Si2 ,

~2!

whereJieff5Ji@(12p)22f i
2#, J'eff5J@(12p)22f'

2 #, p is
the hole doping concentration, and the holon particle-h
order parametersf i5^hia

† hi 1ĥa&, f'5^hi1
† hi2&, and Sia

1

(Sia
2) as the pseudospin raising~lowering! operators. It has

been shown15 that the constrained electron operator can
mapped exactly using the fermion-spin transformation
fined with an additional projection operator. However, th
projection operator is cumbersome to handle in actual ca
lations, and we have dropped it in Eq.~2! and in the subse
quent calculation. It has also been shown15 that such a treat-
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ment leads to errors of the orderp in counting the number of
spin states, which is negligible for small dopings. In the tw
leg ladder systems, because of the two coupled chains
energy spectrum has two branches; therefore, the o
particle spinon and holon Green’s functions are matrices
can be expressed asD( i 2 j ,t2t8)5DL( i 2 j ,t2t8)
1sxDT( i 2 j ,t2t8) and g( i 2 j ,t2t8)5gL( i 2 j ,t2t8)
1sxgT( i 2 j ,t2t8), respectively, where the longitudina
and transverse parts are defined asDL( i 2 j ,t2t8)5
2^TtSia

1(t)Sja
2 (t8)&, gL( i 2 j ,t2t8)52^Tthia(t)hja

† (t8)&
and DT( i 2 j ,t2t8)52^TtSia

1(t)Sja8
2 (t8)&, gT( i 2 j ,t

2t8)52^Tthia(t)hja8
† (t8)& with aÞa8. Within the

charge-spin separation, the spin fluctuation couples only
spinons.17 However, the strong correlation between holo
and spinons still is included self-consistently through the
lon’s order parameters entering the spinon’s propagator; t
both holons and spinons are responsible for the spin dyn
ics. In this case, the spin dynamics of the doped square
tice antiferromagnet has been discussed,18 and the results are
consistent with the experiments.9,10 Following their
discussions,18 the dynamical spin structure factor of th
doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnet is obtained explic
as

FIG. 1. The dynamical spin structure factor in the (k,v) plane at
p50.16 with T50.05Ji for t i /Ji52.5, ~a! t' /t i50.5 andJ' /Ji
50.5 and~b! t' /t i50.70 andJ' /Ji50.70.
S~k,v!522@11nB~v!#@2 ImDL~k,v!12 ImDT~k,v!#52
4@11nB~v!#~Bk

(1)!2Im SLT
(s)~k,v!

@v22~vk
(1)!22Bk

(1)ReSLT
(s)~k,v!#21@Bk

(1)Im SLT
(s)~k,v!#2

,

~3!
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where the full spinon Green’s functionD21(k,v)5D (0)21(k,v)2S (s)(k,v), with the mean-field spinon Green’s function

DL
(0)~k,v!5

1

2 (
n

Bk
(n)

v22~vk
(n)!2

,

DT
(0)~k,v!5

1

2 (
n

~21!n11
Bk

(n)

v22~vk
(n)!2

, ~4!

n51,2, ImSLT
(s)(k,v)5Im SL

(s)(k,v)1Im ST
(s)(k,v), and ReSLT

(s)(k,v)5ReSL
(s)(k,v)1ReST

(s)(k,v), while ImSL
(s)(k,v)

@ Im ST
(s)(k,v)# and ReSL

(s)(k,v) @ReST
(s)(k,v)# are the imaginary and real parts of the second-order longitudinal~trans-

verse! spinon self-energy, respectively, obtained from the holon bubble asSL
(s)(k,v)5(1/L)2(pp8(nn8n9Pnn8n9(k,p,p8,v)

andST
(s)(k,v)5(1/L)2(pp8(nn8n9(21)n1n81n911Pnn8n9(k,p,p8,v) with L is the number of rungs and

Pnn8n9~k,p,p8,v!5$2t i@cos~p81p1k!1cos~p82k!#1t'@~21!n81n9

1~21!n1n9#%2
Bk1p

(n9)

16vk1p
(n9) S Fnn8n9

(1)
~k,p,p8!

v1jp1p8
(n8)

2jp8
(n)

2vk1p
(n9)

2
Fnn8n9

(2)
~k,p,p8!

v1jp1p8
(n8)

2jp8
n

1vk1p
(n9) D , ~5!

where Bk
(n)5Bk2J'eff@x'12x'

z (21)n#@e'1(21)n#, Bk5l@(2e ix i
z1x i)cosk2(e ix i12x i

z)#, l54Jieff , e i51
12t if i /Jieff , e'5114t'f' /J'eff , and

Fnn8n9
(1)

~k,p,p8!5nF~jp1p8
(n8)

!@12nF~jp8
(n)

!#2nB~vk1p
(n9) !@nF~jp8

(n)
!2nF~jp1p8

(n8)
!#,

Fnn8n9
(2)

~k,p,p8!5nF~jp1p8
(n8)

!@12nF~jp8
(n)

!#1@11nB~vk1p
(n9) !#@nF~jp8

(n)
!2nF~jp1p8

(n8)
!#, ~6!

wherenF(jk
(n)) andnB(vk

(n)) are the fermion and boson distribution functions, respectively, the mean-field holon excit
jk

(n)54t ix icosk1m12x't'(21)n11, and the mean-field spinon excitations (vk
(n))25vk

21Dk
2(21)n11 with vk

2

5A1(cosk)21A2cosk1A3 , Dk
25X1cosk1X2, where

A15ae il
2~x i/21e ix i

z!,

A252e il
2@a~e ix i/21x i

z!/22a~Ci
z1Ci/2!2~12a!/4#2alJ'eff@e i~C'

z 1x'
z !1e'~C'1ex'!/2#,

A35l2@a~Ci
z1e i

2Ci/2!1~12a!~11e i
2!/82ae i~x i/21e ix i

z!/2#1alJ'eff@e ie'C'12C'
z #1J'eff

2 ~e'
2 11!/4,

X15alJ'eff@~e'x i1e ix'!/21e ie'~x'
z 1x i

z!#,

X252alJ'eff@e ie'x i/21e'~x i
z1C'

z !1e iC'/2#2e'J'eff
2 /2, ~7!

with the spinon correlation functions x i5^Sai
1Sai1ĥ

2 &, x i
z5^Sai

z Si 1ĥ
z &, x'5^S1i

1S2i
2&, x'

z 5^S1i
z S2i

z &, Ci

5(1/4)(ĥĥ8^Sai1ĥ
1 Sai1ĥ8

2 &, Ci
z5(1/4)(ĥĥ8^Sai1ĥ

z
Sai1ĥ8

z &, C'5(1/2)(ĥ̂ S2i
1S1i 1ĥ

2 &, andC'
z 5(1/2)(ĥ̂ S1i

z S2i 1ĥ
z &. In order to

satisfy the sum rule for the correlation function^Sai
1Sai

2&51/2 in the absence of antiferromagnetic long-range-order, a de
pling parametera has been introduced in the mean-field calculation, which can be regarded as the vertex correctio19 All
mean-field order parameters, the decoupling parameter, and the chemical potential have been determined self-cons
done in the two-dimensional case.18,19
to
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In Fig. 1, we represent the dynamical spin structure fac
S(k,v) in the (k,v) plane at dopingp50.16 with tempera-
ture T50.05Ji for t i /Ji52.5, ~a! t' /t i50.5, J' /Ji50.5
and~b! t' /t i50.7, J' /Ji50.7; hereafter, we use the units
@2p#. Obviously, an interchain coupling dependence of
incommensurate-commensurate transition occurs. To ch
this point explicitly, the calculated dynamical spin structu
factor spectrum has been used to extract the doping an
terchain coupling dependence of the incommensurabilityd,
09440
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defined as the deviation of the peak position from the a
ferromagnetic wave vectorQ5@1/2#, and the results inT
50.05Ji and v50.4Ji for t i /Ji52.5, t' /t i50 and J' /Ji
50 ~dash-dotted line!, t' /t i50.3 and J' /Ji50.3 ~solid
line!, t' /t i50.5 andJ' /Ji50.5 ~long-dashed line!, t' /t i
50.65 and J' /Ji50.65 ~short-dashed line!, and t' /t i
50.69 andJ' /Ji50.69~dotted line! are shown in Fig. 2. We
therefore find that there are acritical values of t' /t i50.7
and J' /Ji50.7 in T50.05Ji and v50.4Ji . In the weak-
2-3
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coupling regime witht' /t i!0.7 andJ' /Ji!0.7, the com-
mensurate scattering peak near half-filling is split into t
peaks at@(16d)/2#, whered increases initially with the hole
concentration in lower dopings, but it saturates at hig
dopings. In this case, spinons and holons are more likel
move along the legs of the ladders, rendering the mate
quasi one dimensional. However, the range of the inco
mensurate spin correlation decreases with increasing
strength of the interchain coupling, and the commensu
spin fluctuation appears in the whole doping range in
strong-coupling regime witht' /t i>0.7 and J' /Ji>0.7.
Many experimental analyses1,5,7 have indicated thatJ' /Ji
.0.7 for the doped two-leg ladder antiferromagn
Sr142xCaxCu24O41; this is why the incommensurate spin co
relation is not observed in Sr142xCaxCu24O41 from the inelas-
tic neutron scattering experiments.1,5,7 For a better under-
standing of the evolution of the commensurate scatte
peak with energy in Sr142xCaxCu24O41, we have made a
series of scans for the dynamical spin structure fac
S(k,v) at different dopings, and the result forp50.2 with
T50.05Ji for t i /Ji52.5, t' /t i50.77, andJ' /Ji50.77 is
plotted in Fig. 3 in comparison with the experimental da7

taken on Sr142xCaxCu24O41 ~inset! with x511.5 (p'0.2)
and J' /Ji50.77. This result shows that the commensur
spin fluctuation is energy dependent, and the commensu
scattering peak, which is similar to the resonance peak in
bilayer cuprate in the normal state,10 is located at energyv
50.93Ji . This reflects that the anticipated spin gapDS
50.93Ji'83.7 meV ~Ref. 7! is larger than the spin ga
'32.1 meV observed7 in Sr142xCaxCu24O41, which may
mean that the simplest two-legt2J ladder cannot be re
garded as a complete model for a quantitative compar
with the doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnet. Furthermo
we have also made a series of scans for the dynamical
structure factor at different temperatures and found that
weight of the peak is suppressed severely with increas
temperatures. Our present results are in qualitative agree
with the experimental data.7 On the other hand, our prese
conclusion in the strong-coupling regime contradicts the

FIG. 2. The doping dependence of incommensurabilityd(x) in
T50.05Ji and v50.4Ji for t i /Ji52.5, t' /t i50 and J' /Ji50
~dash-dotted line!, t' /t i50.3 and J' /Ji50.3 ~solid line!, t' /t i
50.5 andJ' /Ji50.5 ~long-dashed line!, t' /t i50.65 andJ' /Ji
50.65 ~short-dashed line!, and t' /t i50.69 andJ' /Ji50.69 ~dot-
ted line!.
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merical result of the isotropic two-leg Hubbard ladder20

where the equal-time spin structure factor has been ca
lated using the density-matrix renormalization group meth
and the result shows that the commensurate peak at the
filling is split into two peaks with dopings. But we want t
stress that these results are obtained within the two-leg H
bard ladder, where the HubbardU is finite. However, in the
t2J model, the doubly occupied Hilbert space has be
pushed to infinity as the HubbardU→`, and therefore the
dynamical spin structure factor in thet2J model only de-
scribes the lower Hubbard band. This may lead to some
ferent results between the Hubbard andt2J models. Of
course, this has to be checked by a further density-ma
renormalization group study for thet2J ladder.

One of the most important features of the spin dynam
in the doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnet is the sp
lattice relaxation time 1/T1.8 This spin-lattice relaxation time
is closely related to the dynamical spin structure factor a
can be expressed as

1/T152KBT/~g2mB
2\! lim

v→0
~1/N!(

k
Fa

2~k!x9~k,v!/v,

~8!

with g is the g factor, m0 is the Bohr magneton,Fa(k)
is the form factors, and the dynamical spin susceptibi
x9(k,v) is related to the dynamical spin structu
factor by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem asx9(k,v)
5(12e2bv)S(k,v). The form factors have dimension o
energy and magnitude determined by atomic physics ank
dependence determined by geometry. Since the strong s
range commensurate spin fluctuation in the strong-coup
regime is the dynamical spin structure factor~3!, the main
contribution to 1/T1 comes from the region around the an
ferromagnetic wave vector; therefore, we can setFa(k) as
constant without loss the generality.13 In this case, the spin-
lattice relaxation time 1/T1 has been evaluated and the res
at p50.20 for t i /Ji52.5, t' /t i50.77, andJ' /Ji50.77 is
plotted in Fig. 4 in comparison with the experimental da8

FIG. 3. The dynamical spin structure factor at the AF wa
vector Q5@1/2# for p50.2 with T50.05Ji for t i /Ji52.5, t' /t i
50.77, andJ' /Ji50.77. Inset: the experimental result~Ref. 7! on
Sr142xCaxCu24O41 with x511.5 (p'0.2) andJ' /Ji50.77 taken
from Ref. 7.
2-4
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taken on Sr142xCaxCu24O41 ~inset! with x511.5 (p'0.2)
and J' /Ji50.77, where we have chosen units\5KB51.
This result indicates that in low temperatures the spin-lat
relaxation time decreases exponentially with decreasing t
peratures, in agreement with the experiments.8

The dynamical spin structure factor in Eq.~3! has a well-
defined resonance character, whereS(k,v) exhibits peaks
when the incoming neutron energyv is equal to the renor-
malized spin excitationEk

25(vk
(1))21Bk

(1)ReSLT
(s)(k,Ek),

i.e., W(kc ,v)[@v22(vkc

(1))22Bkc

(1)ReSLT
(s)(kc ,v)#25(v2

2Ekc

2 )2;0 for certain critical wave vectorskc . Then the

height of these peaks is determined by the imaginary par
the spinon self-energy 1/ImSLT

(s)(kc ,v). This renormalized
spin excitation is doping, energy, and interchain coupl
dependent. In the present spinon self-energy ReSLT

(s)(k,v)
5ReSL

(s)(k,v)1ReST
(s)(k,v), ReSL

(s)(k,v),0 favors the
one-dimensional behaviors, while ReST

(s)(k,v).0 charac-
terizes the quantum interference between the chains in
ladders; therefore, there is a competition betwe
ReSL

(s)(k,v) and ReST
(s)(k,v). In the weak-coupling re-

gime, the main contribution for ReSLT
(s)(k,v) may come

from ReSL
(s)(k,v), and spinons and holons are more like

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of spin-lattice relaxa
time 1/T1 in both logarithmic scales atp50.20 for t i /Ji52.5,
t' /t i50.77, andJ' /Ji50.77. Inset: the experimental result o
Sr142xCaxCu24O41 with x511.5 (p'0.2) andJ' /Ji50.77 taken
from Ref. 8.
.

K
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to move along the legs; then the incommensurate spin co
lation emerges, where the essential physics is almost
same as in the two-dimensionalt2J model.18 Near half-
filling, the spin excitations are centered around the antifer
magnetic wave vector@1/2#, so the commensurate antiferro
magnetic peak appears there. Upon doping, the holes dis
the antiferromagnetic background. Within the fermion-sp
framework, as a result of the self-consistent motion of holo
and spinons, the incommensurate spin correlation is de
oped beyond certain critical doping, which means that
low-energy spin excitations drift away from the antiferr
magnetic wave vector, where the physics is dominated by
spinon self-energy ReSL

(s)(k,v) renormalization due to ho
lons. However, the quantum interference effect between
chains manifests itself by the interchain coupling; i.e., t
quantum interference increases with increasing the stre
of the interchain coupling. Thus in the strong-coupling r
gime, ReST

(s)(k,v) may cancel most incommensurate sp
correlation contributions from ReSL

(s)(k,v); then the com-
mensurate spin fluctuation appears. In this sense, the in
chain coupling plays a crucial role to determine the symm
try of the spin fluctuation in the doped two-leg ladd
antiferromagnet. Since the height of the peaks is determi
by damping, it is fully understandable that the weight of t
peak is suppressed as the temperature are increased.

To conclude we have discussed the spin dynamics of
doped two-leg ladder antiferromagnet within thet2J ladder.
Our calculations clearly show a crossover from the inco
mensurate spin correlation to commensurate spin fluctua
characterized by the rung to chain coupling. However, in
regions of parameter space given by experiments,
t2J ladder can correctly reproduce all main magne
features of the doped two-leg ladder antiferromag
Sr142xCaxCu24O41, including the energy dependence of th
neutron scattering peak position and exponential decreas
the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate.
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